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Field and stream 4 person tent setup instructions

If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may need to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To start displaying messages, select the forum you want to visit from the options below. Work... Field and Stream produces
tents featuring dome or tunnel designs. Dome tents and tunnels are easy to erect, and use the minimum number of poles to create sturdy shelters. Both tent styles may be set up by one person, but the help of an assistant speeds up the process. Tents are designed for three seasons of use,
and are unable to withstand large amounts of snow. The tents withstand moderate amounts of moisture and wind. Items you need Remove the tent from the packaging; scatter the ingredients on the ground. Separate the body of the tent, and place it flat on the site of the tent. Place some
stones in the corners to prevent them from blowing. Assemble tent poles by connecting ferrules in each section. The dome tent has two main pillars and one smaller pole. The tunnel tent uses several poles, with the largest door fitting and the smallest fitting behind the tent. Slide the two
main poles through the sleeves to make an X in the dome tent. Slide the pole through the sleeves in parallel fashion in the tunnel tent. Flex the pole, and place the tip in the corresponding pole bag at the bottom of the tent. The end of the door pole shares the front corner position with
another pole in the tunnel model tent. Pull on a tent cloth to remove wrinkles and tighten the floor area. Find ground loops in tents; use the stone to pound the bet through the loop. Drain the flies on top of the dome tent, and attach the corner hooks to a small corner loop. Slide a short pole
through the arm on the front of the fly. Place the corner of the pole in the front corner grommet to flex the pole and make a door tent. Clarice Knapp Outdoor Gear 30 January 2020 - 03:01:41 Your kids don't have to put their feet on the ground anymore and can be used as regular push
scooters as well. This amazing scooter is equipped with handbrakes and a kickstand to keep it from having to be put on the ground. It's very stable because the wheels are big in front and kids all over your neighborhood will love it. The scooter may be a little slower than a normal push
scooter, but it will help get some of the excess energy out of your kids so they won't bounce off the walls inside the house all day. Rear packages, sleeping bags, tents, ski wear and accessories etc are all suitable for dangerous expeditions to far corners of the world manufactured by North
Face. The Company follows the advice and recommendations of world-class athletes and sportsmen and forwards them to the Research and Development Team to develop innovative and advanced designs tested in their laboratories as well as on the athletes themselves. Another great
device that can help in resistance exercises is a strength resistance device made of industrial latex stretch cable tube loops that have two padded velcro handles attached. It's simple but very effective although it was originally designed for leg endurance exercises used by kick boxers with
cuffs securely tied around the ankles. It does an excellent job on the upper body muscles as well as like a pec fly and a row of arms. There are many other exercises available on the included instruction chart as well as some thirty-second tutorials. It also has five levels of color lock durability
available as well. Suitable backpacks and high quality are also important outdoor equipment for trekking. The backpack should have enough space to carry all the essential trekking items, such as your extra clothes, sleeping bags, food and other provisions, water bottles, emergency
medicines, trekking tools, and stoves. Various backpack models with lots of pockets and compartments are available market.724outdoors.com - This is another site dedicated to all things outdoors. They have a secret section that can be reached through their main page but this is a paid
secret section. You must be a member of their site first. Once you're a member, you can post ads. If you pay to be a member of a site, you can post unlimited ads. If you sign up to become a free member, you'll need to pay $15 to post a ship's ad, and $5 for all other ads. This site may be
worth the cost as it is strict for outdoor items. No need to filter and search for outdoor items as everything is categorized for you. Camping with crew and Field &amp;amp; Stream® Highlands Lodge Tent. Set to accommodate up to 12, this cabin-style tent has a mesh canopy, near vertical
walls and superior waterproof protection. The lower part of the Element Barrier helps keep floors and tents dry when the weather strikes, while fiberglass poles provide a sturdy and reliable setting. Sleeps 12Cabin style with front peakNo-see-um mesh canopyAccommodates two queen
airbeds High-occupancy interior offers almost vertical walls Material: polyester oxford (floor), polyester (flying, canopy)800mm waterproof construction Element Barrier bottom helps keep floors and tents dry when the weather strikes Seams that are offered to have Polyurethane coating
800mm to keep moisture outDimensions: 192 x 132/16' x 11'Packed size: 28 x 10.5 x 10.5Weight: 39.57 lbs Floor area: 176 sq. ft. Vestibule Area: height 7' x 6'Peak: 86/7'1The door cover 48.5 x 32.5 Front window: 32 x 27Term windows: 77.25 x 24Insing fly and hi-viz guy lines Limited
warranty style Manufacturer: CEH01414WARNING:KEEP ALL FLAME AND SOURCES FROM THIS TENT FABRIC This tent meets the flammable requirements of CPAI-84. It can't stand fire. The fabric of the tent will burn if left in constant contact with any source of fire. The application of
any foreign substance to this tent cloth can make fire retardant properties ineffective. EXTREME WARNING: Never use fuel-burning oxygen-eating devices that produce any smoke, including stoves, lanterns, candles, or heaters in or around your tent. This can result in carbon monoxide
poisoning, injury and/or death. Brand : Field &amp;amp; Stream Country of Origin : Imported WARNING: This product can expose you to Tris (1,3-dichloro-2-propyl) phosphate (TDCPP), known by the state of California for causing cancer. For more information, visit
www.P65warnings.ca.gov.Web ID: 16FNSUFSHGHLNDSLDCATSKU: 17099985 Stay safe with Field &amp;amp; Stream® Wilderness Lodge 6 Person Dome Tent on your next camping trip. Rugged 210D poly-oxford floors with a 1200 mm polyurethane coating keep you dry from rain and
morning dew. Also equipped with vestibule for tooth storage and windows with zipper cover for additional ventilation, Field &amp;amp; Stream Wilderness Lodge 6 Person Dome Tent You've prepared for anything that comes your way.6 person tentDome dome style shape for maximum
spaceShow vestibule roll size for element protection and tooth storageWindows with zipper flap open for additional ventilation The coverage range includes aZipper on the flying rear panel for maximum airflowPre-bound storm man lineDry Safe™ 1200 mm taped seams keep water
outElement Barrier Bottom - Poly-oxford bathtub floor The precipitous 210D ensures drynessAll major seams are quickly and the vestibule plant is pasted and supported with a 1200 mm polyurethane coating to keep moisture outDimensions: 12' x 8'Vestibule area: 112' x 5'Peak height:
78Fly material : Dry SafeT - 1200 mm polyurethane waterproof coating for rain protection Material Superiorfloor: Poly-oxford with polyurethane coating 1200 mm Brand : Field &amp;amp; Stream Country of Origin : United States of America Warning: This product may expose you to
chemicals including Di(2-ethylhexyl phthalate) (DEHP), known by the State of California for causing cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information, visit www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.Web ID: 15FNSUFSWLDRNSSLDCATXXSKU: 17099949 17099949
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